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Preface 
 

It all started quite innocently, on a Saturday afternoon, 8th of June 2019. Paweł 

Antoniewicz, one of the trainers and a member of the Facebook group Trainers 

Training Trainers (Polish: Trener Trenerowi Trenerem), published a post that 

caused the appearance of something akin to an earthquake. 

140 comments appeared under the post and a whole undertaking began to 

develop... 

 

The topic raised by Paweł, along with the dozens of comments and ideas that 

appeared within a few hours of his post going viral, became the beginning of the 

initiative that today is called the Trainers save the Planet (Polish: Trenerzy dla 

Planety). 

A logo was designed for this action, the SIX RULES TO FOLLOW (extended here) 

and this unique Eco-Guidebook were developed. We pass it on to you. Long may 

it continue! 

 

Source post available at: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/trenertrenerowi/search/?query=pawe%C5%8

2%20antoniewicz&epa=SEARCH_BOX 

 

 

Dear Trainers, more and more information about the climate 
catastrophe has recently been released. The huge change that 

is awaiting our generation seems inevitable. That made me 
reflect on the fact that we often deal with the topics of 

understanding and acceptance of change in life or in a 

corporate dimension. Adapting to constant changes in the 
workplace. Isn't it time to include into the training and 

workshop programmes topics on how to prepare for changes 
at the level of civilization (is it at all possible?) and how to 

deal with them at individual, family, community or workplace 
level? Or maybe some of you already know examples or 

implement such programs yourself? 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/trenertrenerowi/search/?query=pawe%C5%82%20antoniewicz&epa=SEARCH_BOX
https://www.facebook.com/groups/trenertrenerowi/search/?query=pawe%C5%82%20antoniewicz&epa=SEARCH_BOX
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1. I choose pro-ecological training 

locations 
 

 

What does it mean? 

The greater the distance to the training site, the greater the amount of pollutants 

emitted into the atmosphere by the means of transport used. Therefore, when 

considering the location of a training session, first of all choose the participants’ 

workplace. If this is not possible, look for the nearest viable location, i.e. one that 

the participants can reach by train or bus. However, you may find that it is 

impossible or too time-consuming to get to the chosen location by public transport. 

In this case you should consider hiring a bus or coach for the whole group.  

In the instances where the only possible means of transport is by private car, 

encourage participants to carpool, i.e. to invite colleagues to travel together in 

order to maximise use of all the seats in the car. As a training provider, you can 

initiate an online document with the number of drivers and available seats in the 

cars and the possibility to add passengers. In order to help participants decide on 

a more environmentally friendly way to travel than their own car, on the training 

application form include information such as: current train and bus timetables, 

ticket prices (including group tickets), a map with the route of the city bus, a map 

showing the place of training, telephone numbers of local taxi drivers. 

When choosing a hotel, guest house, or training room, take into account the places 

where the owner implements pro-ecological initiatives or declares support in 

meeting your expectations. Such cooperation will not only guarantee the success 

of your actions for environmental protection, but also ensure the comfort of 

training participants. 

When negotiating, it is worth using the argument that, according to surveys 

conducted by the international hotel chain AccorHotels, as many as 70% of hotel 

guests want to be involved in environmental protection during their stay at the 

 Location close to most participants  

 Easy access by public transport  

 At a hotel: cosmetics in containers with dispenser, separate bins for 

waste segregation, information about pro-environmental behaviour  
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hotel to no lesser an extent than in their daily lives at home. With your conscious 

choice of training location, the environmental requirements of your participants 

can be met. 

You can assess the commitment of the owner of the facility to environmental 

protection by asking for it during a phone call or in the request for a quote 

directed to the facility manager. 

In response, expect at least that: waste segregation bins are available to the 

general public, cosmetics are made available in dispenser bins rather than 

disposable mini-packages, and there are recommendations for pro-environmental 

behaviour in visible areas.   

Meeting these requirements should not involve any additional costs on your part, 

as selective waste collection is a legal requirement in force all over Poland and the 

pro-environmental behaviour of guests reduces the costs of hotel operations. 

Fortunately, for many owners of training and hotel facilities, the described 

activities are a standard that they extend, for example, by implementing an 

environmental management system (e.g. ISO 14001, EMAS), introducing their 

own environmental policy to guests, and obtaining ecological certificates for the 

facility (e.g. EU Ecolabel, Green Key, Green Globe). 

It is also not uncommon for company eco-initiatives or campaigns to be 

implemented, e.g. Acting Here Planet 21, Zero Waste, Plastic-free Hotel (Polish: 

Hotel bez plastiku). There are many activities of this type, so pay attention to 

whatever pro-environmental activities are undertaken by owners of training and 

hotel facilities and which of them actually fulfil their task. This will help you find 

out what additional requirements to include in your request for a quote. 

 

 

Additional information 

Search engine for connections and routes for Polish State Railways (PKP): 

https://rozklad-pkp.pl/ [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Integrated connection search engine for Polish State Railways (PKP), Polish Bus 

Company (PKS), private bus companies: 

https://www.e-podroznik.pl/ [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Public transport search engine: https://jakdojade.pl/  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

https://rozklad-pkp.pl/
https://www.e-podroznik.pl/
https://jakdojade.pl/
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Route planning for traveling by foot, car, bicycle or public transportation: 

https://www.google.pl/maps/  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Public bike share: https://nextbike.pl/  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Results of the survey of hotel guests' expectations: Responsible guests are 

looking for sustainable hotels. Guest habits and expectations of hotels in terms of 

sustainable development: international report, AccorHotels 2016 r.,  

https://group.accor.com/-/media/Corporate/Commitment/PDF-for-

pages/Planet21Research/Etudes-Client/2016/guest_study_en_2016.pdf  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Catalogue of sites awarded the European Ecolabel:  

http://ec.europa.eu/ecat/hotels-campsites/en [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Description of the Green Key programme, Green Key sites catalogue and set of 

standards criteria: 

https://www.greenkey.global/ [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Description of the Green Globe programme, Green Globe sites catalogue and set 

of standards criteria: 

https://greenglobe.com/ [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

The Plastic-free Hotel educational campaign: Hotel bez plastiku. 30 sposobów 

na ograniczenie plastiku w hotelach, Izba Gospodarcza Hotelarstwa Polskiego 2019 

https://u.profitroom.com/2017.ighp.pl/uploads/IGHP_Hotelbezplastiku.pdf  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

  

https://www.google.pl/maps/
https://nextbike.pl/
https://group.accor.com/-/media/Corporate/Commitment/PDF-for-pages/Planet21Research/Etudes-Client/2016/guest_study_en_2016.pdf
https://group.accor.com/-/media/Corporate/Commitment/PDF-for-pages/Planet21Research/Etudes-Client/2016/guest_study_en_2016.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/ecat/hotels-campsites/en
https://greenglobe.com/
https://u.profitroom.com/2017.ighp.pl/uploads/IGHP_Hotelbezplastiku.pdf
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2. I choose a healthy menu 

based on local products 

 

What does it mean? 

Plan what kind of food and drink should be served to the participants, in what 

quantity and in what way, before you place an order with the food organiser (e.g. 

a hotel or catering company).   

Each of these elements is important because together they determine the impact 

of the meals served not only on the health of the participants, but also on the 

environment and the development of local communities. When choosing individual 

products, follow the Healthy Nutrition and Physical Activity Pyramid for adults 

developed by the Food and Nutrition Institute.   

According to these recommendations, a healthy person's diet should be rich in fruit 

and vegetables and whole-grain products and include milk and dairy products. 

Meat should be eaten in small quantities and preferably replaced by legumes, eggs 

and fish. Sugar and sweet snacks should also be avoided. By following these rules, 

you will ensure that served meals are healthy. 

You can also influence the environment, 

by selecting specific meal ingredients. 

You will achieve a favourable ecological effect when you order vegetarian or vegan 

dishes. If there must be meat in the menu, select poultry, because its production 

is associated with less water consumption, i.e. water footprint, compared to pork 

or beef. 

 Menu constructed in line with the food pyramid: lots of seasonal 

vegetables and fruit, whole grain products, little meat 

 Available vegetarian meals   

 Local products from certified organic farming  

 Reusable crockery, cutlery, tablecloths and packaging  

 Tap water to drink 

 Giving up on food products in mini-packages 
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In the case of fish dishes, remember that 90% of the world's fish stocks are over-

exploited, so try not to choose those species that are threatened with extinction. 

When submitting a request for a quote to the meal organiser, please indicate that 

freshwater fish should come from indigenous farms, and saltwater species and 

seafood should be indicated as the best environmental choice in the WWF (World 

Wide Fund for Nature) What fish for dinner? Consumer guide on fish and seafood 

(in Polish: Jaka ryba na obiad? Poradnik konsumenta o rybach I owocach morza). 

Remember to keep the food miles  

(the distance that food products travel from the producer  

to the consumer) as low as possible. 

Fewer miles means less pollution from the consumption of fuels and energy 

required to transport and store food. Therefore, if possible, in your request for a 

quote indicate that vegetables and fruit should correspond to the seasonality 

calendar and request the serving of products manufactured domestically, 

preferably in the immediate vicinity. 

It is good practice to indicate that amongst submitted quotes, those where at least  

some of the products will be sourced from certified organic farming, in which the 

farmer does not use synthetic fertilisers, pesticides or chemical food additives and 

takes care of the soil and maintains animal welfare will be rated higher.  

When it comes to the coffee and tea served during the break, make sure that they 

not only taste delicious but also that the way they are made is good for the local 

community and the environment. The Fairtrade certificate is a guarantee that the 

utmost care has been taken in this respect. It is also worthwhile offering the 

participants an alternative: cereal coffee, fruit and herbal teas produced 

domestically or drinks, juices and nectars from fruit or vegetables grown within 

the country.  

Once you have established a final menu with the hotel manager or the owner of 

the catering company, consider whether their proposed quantities of food and 

drink are not greater than the actual needs of the participants. In this way you can 

avoid excess food, the end result of which is throwing the leftover food in the 

garbage, as well as overpaying for catering. Adjusting the menu to the actual 

tastes and needs of the participants is very important, because wasting food is 

unecological and unethical. It is worth pointing out, however, that wastage in this 

area may also result from the way meals are served. Therefore, when you agree 

with the catering company on the details of how to serve the meals, point out that 

you care about solutions that reduce the amount of food waste. A proven method 
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is, for example, to put small portions of food on the table and top them up more 

frequently. 

Another area of catering waste is packaging waste. Encourage the food organiser 

to give up disposable tableware and food products in mini-packages, such as sugar 

in sachets or butter in tiny containers. Replace water in plastic bottles with water 

in returnable glass bottles. An even better solution is to use tap water in decanters. 

If you have concerns about its quality, you can ask the food organiser to present 

the results of its tests, which they routinely carry out for the State Sanitary 

Inspectorate anyway. 

Completing all eco-requirements at once can be difficult and time-consuming, so 

it's worth dividing this task into smaller stages and focusing on introducing 

individual changes to begin with.  

 

 

Additional information 

Healthy Eating: Healthy Nutrition and Physical Activity Pyramid for Adults, 

Institute of Food and Nutrition 2018, 

https://ncez.pl/upload/piramida-dla-doroslych-opis866.pdf  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Calendar of seasonal fruits and vegetables: 

http://www.produkty-tradycyjne.pl/kalendarz/ [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Water footprint rating for selected products: 

https://waterfootprint.org/en/resources/interactive-tools/product-gallery/  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Carbon footprint  rating for selected food products: 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-46459714  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

World Wide Fund for Nature Guide: What fish for dinner? Consumer guide on fish 

and seafood, https://www.wwf.pl/sites/default/files/2017-

07/Jaka%20ryba%20na%20obiad%2C%20Poradnik%20konsumenta%202017_0.pdf 

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Accessible information on certified organic farming: 

https://www.gov.pl/web/rolnictwo/rolnictwo-ekologiczne-dla-dzieci  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

https://ncez.pl/upload/piramida-dla-doroslych-opis866.pdf
http://www.produkty-tradycyjne.pl/kalendarz/
https://waterfootprint.org/en/resources/interactive-tools/product-gallery/
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-46459714
https://www.wwf.pl/sites/default/files/2017-07/Jaka%20ryba%20na%20obiad%2C%20Poradnik%20konsumenta%202017_0.pdf
https://www.wwf.pl/sites/default/files/2017-07/Jaka%20ryba%20na%20obiad%2C%20Poradnik%20konsumenta%202017_0.pdf
https://www.gov.pl/web/rolnictwo/rolnictwo-ekologiczne-dla-dzieci
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Information on the concept and standards of Fair Trade: 

https://www.fairtrade.org.pl/ [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Tips on how not to waste food at home and at work: 

https://niemarnuje.bankizywnosci.pl/ [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

  

https://www.fairtrade.org.pl/
https://niemarnuje.bankizywnosci.pl/
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3. I choose to save paper  
 

 

What does it mean? 

There's no denying that trainers need paper to do their job; it's also true that you 

can successfully reduce the amount of paper used. So first think about whether 

keeping the paper form is really and truly necessary to achieve your training goals, 

or whether you can give it up. Then decide which paper materials you will 

dematerialise, i.e. replace their material form with a digital one, using electronic 

devices, such as a computer or a smartphone. 

It is easy to replace printed training materials with their electronic version, and 

surveys and tests with an online version. By reducing the use of paper, you will 

reduce the amount of energy, chemicals and water that the paper industry uses. 

However, the fact that you replace paper with electronic media does not eliminate 

the problem of using environmental resources, because computers, servers and 

other devices necessary for data transmission consume a lot of electricity. That's 

why it's important to be sensible and adequate in the use of web tools and 

applications and to optimise the size and system requirements of the electronic 

files you make available to the participants.  

 

 

Additional information 

Video: How paper is made out of wood https://youtu.be/ffUhP4pigJ4     

[accessed: 20.07.2019].  

Video: This video is bad for climate change https://youtu.be/JJn6pja_l8s 

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

  

 Training materials and aids in electronic format   

 Surveys and various tests in online versions 

 Trainer's business cards in vCard or QR format 

https://youtu.be/ffUhP4pigJ4
https://youtu.be/JJn6pja_l8s
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4. I choose to reduce the amount of 

training aids and tools 
 

What does it mean? 

During training sessions we use a lot of different aids, e.g. a multimedia projector; 

and tools, e.g. sets of exercise cards. Their selection should result from the 

adopted training method and the goals we aim to achieve. Neither their excess nor 

lack serve the effective learning of training participants. Therefore, the overriding 

principle should be to prepare only the necessary aids and training tools, and in 

the quantity that will actually be used. Adhering to this rule will benefit 

participants, as well as the environment, as excess tools, unnecessary training aids 

and slide displays overwhelm participants and exploit the environment. 

Pay attention to the durability of the things that you use and increase the time of 

their usefulness in training. Good practices are: laminating frequently shown 

graphics, saving flip images in graphics files for possible printing, repeated use of 

post-it notes. 

It is desirable from an environmental point of view to replace disposable items with 

their reusable counterparts, so use refillable markers, dry-erase flipcharts and 

pens with replaceable refills. 

Also, try to buy articles that are produced from natural, renewable, sustainably 

sourced raw materials (FSC-certified binders or articles produced using recycled 

materials, e.g. office paper with recycled paper content).  

Choose products designed according to the principles of ecodesign: functional, 

durable and without unnecessary adornments, because the production of simple 

items usually involves less consumption of materials. So instead of reaching for a 

 Reusable items, e.g. refillable markers, dry erase flipcharts, durable 

handouts 

 Products made from recycled or natural materials 

 Lending pens  

 Handing out sheets of paper, not whole notebooks 

 Giving up on advertising gadgets 
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lacquered folder with a fancy clasp, choose a simple minimalistic folder made of 

cardboard. 

The right choice of materials for training is not all you can do to protect the 

environment; you can also question non-ecological habits by showing participants 

an alternative solution. So instead of handing out pens and badges on a lanyard 

to everyone, lend them out for the training period. Also, do not give out blank 

notebooks that no one in the history of training has ever been able to completely 

fill in their entirety at any training session, and propose individual sheets of paper 

for making notes. Break the schemes, don't do something just because it's 

adopted, and you'll get environmental and economic benefits. 

A few words should be devoted to the self-promotion of trainers and their 

companies. Of course, the easiest way to self-promote is to distribute advertising 

gadgets, for example give-aways containing your contact address, disseminated 

to the participants or clients. However, think about it, maybe there is another way, 

which is less harmful to the environment and society. First of all, critically assess 

the actual usefulness of the items you are giving away, for example a pin, a lanyard 

or a “funny” toy. 

Give up on useless give-aways that no one will use after the training, 

and hackneyed souvenirs given out at almost every training. 

When choosing advertising gadgets, avoid the ones that are not durable and of 

low quality, because the moment training participants leave the room, they will 

throw them away. What's worse, an ill-considered gift can be a threat to a 

participant’s health, e.g. due to an excessive concentration of phthalates in plastic 

elements. Also check the country of production of advertising gadgets, because it 

may turn out that your money supports the destruction of the environment, child 

labour, human rights violations or totalitarian governments that use torture. When 

looking for advertising gadgets that are going to be associated with your business, 

turn to small producers and craftsmen or family businesses. That way you can be 

sure that you support the activity and development of local communities and 

people who get a fair payment for their work.  

Don't give in to the temptation to switch to so-called ecogadgets sold by 

advertising companies. Offering these items is an example of greenwashing, i.e. 

trying to give us the impression that the items offered are good for the 

environment. Unfortunately, in most cases they are disposable products, the 
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production of which harms the environment no less than the production of 

"ordinary" gadgets. 

To sum up: the best solution for the environment is the lack of material advertising 

gadgets, therefore the participants of the training should be given gifts in non-

material form, e.g. good experiences, pleasant emotions, additional knowledge. 

The best promotion for the trainer is the skills he or she has, and the effects 

achieved, not a disposable pen, which will inevitably end up in the trash. 

 

 

Additional information 

Educational video: The story of stuff  

https://youtu.be/waXLd93bYvk [accessed: 20.07.2019].  

European Rapid Alert System for Non-Food Products (RAPEX): 

https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/consumers_safety/safety_products/ 

rapex/alerts/?event=main.listNotifications&lng=pl  

[accessed: 20.07.2019].  

Indicator of the scope of civil, economic and political freedom in various countries 

of the world:  

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wska%C5%BAniki_wolno%C5%9Bci  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

 

  

https://youtu.be/waXLd93bYvk
https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/consumers_safety/safety_products/rapex/alerts/?event=main.listNotifications&lng=pl
https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/consumers_safety/safety_products/rapex/alerts/?event=main.listNotifications&lng=pl
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wska%C5%BAniki_wolno%C5%9Bci
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5. I choose tele- and videoconferences, 

I limit the number of business trips 
 

 

What does it mean? 

Every time you travel in a vehicle powered by a fossil fuel, greenhouse gases, air 

pollutants and noise are introduced into the environment. Depending on the mode 

of transport you choose, your impact on climate change may be greater or lesser. 

Your will emit the least greenhouse gases when travelling by train, followed by the 

bus, then the car. The largest amount of greenhouse gases will be released into 

the environment when you travel to a meeting by plane. 

 

You can easily compute the impact of a particular trip on the environment 

by using online carbon footprint calculators. 

 

The easiest way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from transport is to hold 

meetings with colleagues and customers via tele- or videoconferences. However, 

if you have to go to a meeting, choose public transport. When travelling between 

cities use a train, where, unlike driving your own car, you can work on a laptop or 

take a nap. Sometimes, however, the car may be the only possible means of 

transport to reach your destination. In those cases, according to the concept of 

carpooling, try to travel with accompanying persons.  

 

 

 

 

 Remote multimedia communication 

 Means of transport alternative to car and airplane, e.g. train, bus,  

       bicycle 

 Encouraging participants to carpool and choose public transport 
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Additional information 

Carbon footprint calculator for various modes of transport:  

https://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Information on CO2 emissions per passenger kilometre for various modes of 

transport in the European Environment Agency's yearbook: Towards clean and 

smart mobility. Transport and environment in Europe, EEA Signals 2016, European 

Environment Agency, Luxembourg 2016, p.59, 

https://www.eea.europa.eu/pl/publications/sygnaly-2016-w-kierunku-

czystej/at_download/file [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

 

  

https://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx
https://www.eea.europa.eu/pl/publications/sygnaly-2016-w-kierunku-czystej/at_download/file
https://www.eea.europa.eu/pl/publications/sygnaly-2016-w-kierunku-czystej/at_download/file
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6. I choose activities that inspire customers 

 and suppliers to fight the ecological crisis  

 

What does it mean? 

During the process of setting goals and development needs of your client’s 

organisation, teams or employees, it is not common to be required to incorporate 

environmental issues into your training programme. No wonder, then, if the 

proposal to address environmental issues during the training is perceived by you 

as an incitement to unprofessional behaviour or, what is worse, as a breach of 

contract with the customer. After all, the customer pays you to help solve their 

own problems, not those of the modern world.  

Fortunately, the conflict between achieving training goals and the desire to 

increase the ecological awareness of the participants is hardly substantive. 

Every human activity is closely related to the natural environment, and 

consequently, environmental problems occur in various industries, thereby having 

a significant impact on the implementation of many important issues for the client. 

Therefore, you will easily find environmental issues that are justified by the 

objectives of the training and are part of the selected teaching methods and 

techniques for working with the group. For example, during personal development 

training you can refer to the problem of environmental imbalance and the need to 

discover the relationship between our bodies and nature. When training managers, 

you can use simulations or games that use the mechanisms of modern 

environmental threats, such as the board game Settlers of Catan with the Oil 

Springs addition. You can talk to administration staff about the mechanisms of 

 The content of the training enriched with ecological issues, e.g. case 

study and training games related to the ecological crisis 

 Ecological behaviours included in the contract with training 

participants 

 Choosing suppliers that meet your ecological requirements 

 Popularisation of the Trainers for the Planet initiative 
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negotiation techniques, in turn, based on examples of environmental conflicts in 

the implementation of investments. As you can see, during training sessions, it is 

easy to create situations where participants can learn more about the impact of an 

environmental crisis on their organisation or family, which may result in at least 

some of them taking pro-environmental actions.  

However, for various reasons it may not be possible to introduce environmental 

issues into the content of the training. In such a situation it is worthwhile to take 

advantage of the stage of formulating a contract with participants and offer them 

to follow the principles of ecological behaviour during the training, for example 

through humorous entries "everything disappears from the plate" or "a boomerang 

pen always comes back". While doing so, you can explain your motivation and 

commitment to environmental protection, e.g. within the Trainers for the Planet 

initiative.  

As a self-employed trainer you deal not only with customers, but also with 

suppliers of the products and services you need. The truth is that the best thing 

you can do for the environment is to keep the acquisition of new products to a 

minimum. 

The less you buy, the less you contribute 

to depletion of the Earth's resources. 

That's why it's so important not to give in to the first thought of buying anything, 

and thus limit your possessions to only those things you actually need. However, 

if you come to the conclusion that you are missing that particular thing, consider 

before buying it: 

• use what you already have to achieve your goal;  

• exchange for something you no longer need;  

• buy, but purchase a second hand item;  

• create something yourself, from the materials available at hand.  

The purchase decision should be your final option. Another aspect is that from the 

moment of purchase the purchased thing loses its market value and you will not 

get your money back. Lending, exchanging, second-hand buying is cheaper. 

However, if you are sure that the purchase is necessary, choose products that are 

good quality and easy to maintain and are suitable for repairing, expanding and 

modernising. Avoid purchasing disposable products and those with unnecessary 

packaging, especially if it is made out of plastic. Also consider whether the item 

you purchase will be reusable for the next owner or at least recyclable. 
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Purchasing decisions can be systematised by creating a list with selected 

environmental criteria, e.g. the amount of electricity consumption of the device or 

the percentage of recycled materials in office paper. For large or expensive 

purchases, approach the topic professionally and use ready-made sets of 

environmental criteria, e.g. Green Public Procurement Criteria prepared by the 

European Commission (disseminated in Poland by the Public Procurement Office). 

Once you set the ecological requirements for the products or services you need, 

present them to your supplier. If they will not be able to implement them, they 

will simply inform you of this, and knowing the needs of clients, they can decide 

to expand their offer. However, more often than not your expectations will be met, 

because suppliers depend on the satisfaction of their customers. Your money has 

the power to change the world, so choose suppliers who are open to the 

implementation of ecological requirements that are important to you. 

 

 

 

Additional information  

The UN Global Plan of Action for People, Our Planet and Prosperity by 2030: 

http://www.un.org.pl/ [accessed 20.07.2019]. 

The 7th EU Environment Action Programme to 2020: 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/action-programme/index.htm  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Polish State Environmental Policy 2030 (project):  

https://bip.mos.gov.pl/prawo/inne-projekty/projekt-polityki-ekologicznej-

panstwa-2030-etap-stalego-komitetu-rady-ministrow/  

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

The Green Games Guide; I. Bogost et al., Gry dla zrównoważonego rozwoju. Przez 

doświadczenie i refleksję do zrozumienia odpowiedzialności, Centrum rozwiązań 

systemowych, Wrocław 2016,  

http://zielonegry.crs.org.pl/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Publikacja-Gry-dla-

Zrownowazonego-Rozwoju.pdf [accessed 20.07.2019]. 

Environmental criteria developed by the European Commission for Green Public 

Procurement: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/gpp/eu_gpp_criteria_en.htm 

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/action-programme/index.htm
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Guides developed by the Public Procurement Office for sustainable public 

procurement:  

https://www.uzp.gov.pl/baza-wiedzy/zrownowazone-zamowienia-

publiczne/zielone-zamowienia/publikacje [accessed: 20.07.2019].  

 

Explanation of the new energy efficiency labels: 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-19-1596_pl.htm 

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 
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Educational materials 

 

Worldometers: https://www.worldometers.info/pl/ [accessed: 20.07.2019].  

Ecological footprint of countries and their inhabitants: Ecological Footprint 

Explorer, http://data.footprintnetwork.org/#/ [acessed: 20.07.2019]. 

Calculating individual ecological footprint: What is your Ecological Footprint?, 

http://www.footprintcalculator.org/ [accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

The ‘Buy Responsibly!’ (Polish: Kupuj Odpowiedzialnie! ) Foundation portal 

https://ekonsument.pl/ 

[accessed: 20.07.2019]. 

The Climate Science for Skeptical portal (Polish: Nauka o klimacie dla 

sceptycznych): https://naukaoklimacie.pl/ 

[accessed: 20.07.2019].  

The Science for Nature portal (Polish: Nauka dla Przyrody): 

https://naukadlaprzyrody.pl/ [accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

A viral film: Man https://youtu.be/WfGMYdalClU [accessed: 20.07.2019].  

A set of animated films from project called The Story of Stuff: 

https://www.youtube.com/user/storyofstuffproject/featured 

[accesed: 20.07.2019].  

Films about the world of plants and animals: 

https://www.arte.tv/pl/videos/nauka/natura-i-srodowisko/  

[accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

  

https://www.worldometers.info/pl/
http://data.footprintnetwork.org/#/
http://www.footprintcalculator.org/
https://ekonsument.pl/
https://naukaoklimacie.pl/
https://naukadlaprzyrody.pl/
https://youtu.be/WfGMYdalClU
https://www.youtube.com/user/storyofstuffproject/featured
https://www.arte.tv/pl/videos/nauka/natura-i-srodowisko/
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7. I talk to clients and suppliers  

about ecological crisis 
 

Our clients and suppliers come across increasingly intense media coverage of the 

ecological state of the Earth. There are many articles, expert statements, 

discussions, and most of them point to one thing: the world as we know is coming 

to an end, radical changes are necessary if we want to survive. People deal with 

the emotions associated with such messages in different ways. You can come 

across a variety of reactions that have been collated and organised by Elisabeth 

Kübler-Ross:  

Denial 

At this stage, people downplay information on the state of the environment. They 

communicate that these reports are an exaggeration, the media are only winding 

the spiral of fear and it is not so bad. They think that the problem does not exist 

or does not affect them. If you encounter such arguments during the course of a 

discussion: 

•  provide information in small doses, referring to reliable sources, e.g. 

publications issued by a public administration or reports prepared by well-

known international ecological organisations. Examples of such sources are 

given below in the ‘Additional information’ section; 

•  use the persuasive pattern "X and simultaneously Y", i.e.: "You may think 

that the media are creating a spiral of fear, and yet at the same time you may 

notice that much of this information is based on reliable sources of information". 

 

Anger 

At this stage people are trying to discredit the source of information about the 

environmental crisis. One of the manifestations of this is the treatment of people 

and the environment calling for far-reaching changes, e.g. lifestyles, as those who 

manipulate society, are under-informed and see everything in black colours. Such 

an attitude is accompanied by verbal attacks, attempts to dominate the 

interlocutor, or ridicule their views. In this case: 

• refrain from entering into a discussion on environmental issues with such an 

individual;  
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• you can use the message: "I have a different opinion on this subject" or "I 

understand that you have this opinion", "I understand that you perceive things 

this way" and end the conversation. 

Bargaining 

People at this stage admit that the environmental crisis exists, and while they see 

the need for change, they are willing to make only a small effort in this direction. 

Their actions are aimed at reducing cognitive incompatibility and increasing their 

sense of impact on reality. These people decide on behaviours that do not require 

profound change in their lives. For example, they reduce the amount of plastic 

used, but do not give up their car for public transport. At the same time, these are 

the people who can feel superior because they are "the better ones", those who 

behave ecologically. Such an attitude may strengthen the conflict with people who 

discredit information about the ecological crisis. During discussion with a person 

at the bargaining stage:  

• praise them for their previous ecological behaviour, for example: “You have 

high environmental awareness, you effectively eliminate plastic”;  

• propose another step with a slightly higher level of difficulty, using the 

principle of consistency: "And you may already be ready for further ecological 

activities. My friends commute to work three times a week by public transport "; 

• persuade them to take further action using ecological arguments - they are 

already open to them; 

• if you are dealing with a mixed group of people from the first three levels, 

beware of people from the bargaining stage presenting their feelings of superiority. 

This behaviour can strengthen the resistance of others. You can smooth the 

situation with the words: "We all have our own pace of change", "Everyone has 

their own path." 

 

Helplessness 

At this stage, people are overwhelmed by a feeling of helplessness in the face of 

the growing threat. They see no point in taking any action that could stop the 

environmental crisis. They react with despondency, a sense of resignation.  To 

such people: 

• present specific examples of positive changes achieved in the world in the 

fight against the ecological crisis, e.g. reducing the hole in the ozone layer, 
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increasing the population of humpback whales, pandas and tigers, legal elimination 

of disposable plastic products from the market; 

• propose specific, easy to implement ecological solutions and show their good 

consequences, recall, for example, positive actions shared by Facebook members 

of the Zero Waste Polska and Uwaga, śmieciarka jedzie group; 

• influence beliefs persuasively: "You can think that ecological activities no 

longer make sense and at the same time notice that many of them bring very good 

results." 

 

Acceptance 

At this stage, people are fully aware of the ecological threat. They not only 

recognise the need for changes, but they also implement them in their lives by 

taking systemic actions available to them. With such people: 

• Share your knowledge and experience; 

• use their knowledge and experience; 

• invite them to share with the group their story about what convinced them 

to accept the existence of the environmental crisis, how they developed their 

awareness in this area, how they introduced changes and how they dealt with 

difficulties. 

 

 

 

Knowledge of these five attitudes will help you prepare for discussions about the 

ecological crisis with customers and suppliers. During the discussion, you can also 

follow these tips: 

• check which of the described attitudes are presented by your interlocutor, for 

example by asking him or her: "What do you think about the environmental 

crisis?"; 

• match the message with your interlocutor's attitude towards the 

environmental crisis; 

• always suggest solutions, because raising awareness of the threat alone can 

increase resistance; 

• be aware and avoid showing a sense of being “better” due to greater 

environmental awareness and actions taken in this area 

• use arguments related to the interlocutor's value system, e.g. if the client is 

not convinced about electronic materials, use practical arguments: "Giving up 
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paper means not only a lower cost of training, but also easy access to files that 

can be sent by e-mail"; such a practical justification - instead of pro-ecological 

arguments - should be used while talking to people with attitude of denial or anger; 

• tell your story: how did you increase your ecological awareness and how do 

you introduce ecological changes; 

• share information, publications, links etc.  

 

 

Additional information  

Living Planet Report 2018 (WWF): https://www.wwf.pl/aktualnosci/living-planet-

report-2016 [accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

Global Environment Outlook (ONZ): 

https://www.unenvironment.org/resources/global-environment-outlook 

[accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

The Environment for Europeans magazine of the European Commission's 

Directorate-General for Environment: 

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/efe/about-the-magazine_pl  

[accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

The Signals directory of the European Environment Agency: 

https://www.eea.europa.eu/pl/publications#c7=pl&c11=5&c14=&c12=&b_start=0 

[accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

Reports on the state of the environment in Poland of the Chief Inspectorate for 

Environmental Protection: http://www.gios.gov.pl/pl/stan-srodowiska/raporty-o-

stanie-srodowiska [accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

Publications of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP): 

https://www.unenvironment.org/resources and https://www.gridw.pl/publikacje 

[accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

European Environmental Bureau (EEB) publications: 

https://eeb.org/publications/ [accessed: 02.08.2019].  

 

 

 

 

https://www.wwf.pl/aktualnosci/living-planet-report-2016
https://www.wwf.pl/aktualnosci/living-planet-report-2016
https://www.unenvironment.org/resources/global-environment-outlook
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/efe/about-the-magazine_pl
https://www.eea.europa.eu/pl/publications#c7=pl&c11=5&c14=&c12=&b_start=0
http://www.gios.gov.pl/pl/stan-srodowiska/raporty-o-stanie-srodowiska
http://www.gios.gov.pl/pl/stan-srodowiska/raporty-o-stanie-srodowiska
https://www.unenvironment.org/resources
https://eeb.org/publications/
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Social psychologist's advice on argumentation: 

https://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/nie-badzmy-pesymistami-

klimatycznymi/?fbclid=IwAR0x1_sXZHiOJOUi5ac9fF8JVnJ059QRy86jT4gbXyaFolP

ON67Q8peuGXQ [accessed: 02.08.2019]. 

Psychotherapist's podcast: Zmiana klimatu nas złości 

https://www.reo.pl/zmiana-klimatu-nas-zlosci-2/?fbclid 

=IwAR1Meoh79eEsyKjnasEZadNeDFwps2IsjGu-yZ5kpYJ4RuODEpSoOC7XzLU 

[accessed: 02.08.2019].  

https://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/nie-badzmy-pesymistami-klimatycznymi/?fbclid=IwAR0x1_sXZHiOJOUi5ac9fF8JVnJ059QRy86jT4gbXyaFolPON67Q8peuGXQ
https://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/nie-badzmy-pesymistami-klimatycznymi/?fbclid=IwAR0x1_sXZHiOJOUi5ac9fF8JVnJ059QRy86jT4gbXyaFolPON67Q8peuGXQ
https://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/nie-badzmy-pesymistami-klimatycznymi/?fbclid=IwAR0x1_sXZHiOJOUi5ac9fF8JVnJ059QRy86jT4gbXyaFolPON67Q8peuGXQ
https://www.reo.pl/zmiana-klimatu-nas-zlosci-2/?fbclid=IwAR1Meoh79eEsyKjnasEZadNeDFwps2IsjGu-yZ5kpYJ4RuODEpSoOC7XzLU
https://www.reo.pl/zmiana-klimatu-nas-zlosci-2/?fbclid=IwAR1Meoh79eEsyKjnasEZadNeDFwps2IsjGu-yZ5kpYJ4RuODEpSoOC7XzLU
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8. The Eco-Guidebook. Who is behind all this? 

  

CONTRINUTORS TEAM 

Mirosław Bachorz   Joanna Konczanin   Mirosława Kuczkowska 

GRAPHICS DESIGN TEAM   

Ewa Ginalska    Patryk Łapiński    Anna Kędzierska 

 ADMIN TEAM,  

PROJECT MANAGMENT   

Maciej Czarniawski   Karina Klar-Świderska 

 

People who met through FB 
and took the side of the Planet: 
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And this is what they say about themselves, spontaneously answering three 

questions: 

 

TTT Admin Team, Project Team 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/trenertrenerowi/  

 

Maciej Czarniawski 

What do you do for a living? 

Professionally, I have been involved in training for about 18 years, currently I am 

managing global training services at Mars Incorporated.   

How do you take care of the planet on a day to day basis? 

I try to act in accordance with the needs of the planet every day: I compost and 

segregate garbage, I use canvas shopping bags, I buy recycled products. I also 

actively support the Trainers for the Planet activities - from managing this project, 

through its implementation, training activities and working with suppliers. 

Why did you decide to join the Trainers save the Planet?  

I started the Trainers for the Planet campaign, because I was overwhelmed by 

the great suffering that we, as humans, deliver to our Earth. 

 

Karina Klar-Świderska, author of the initiative's slogan: Trainers save the 

Planet 

What do you do for a living? 

I work as an internal trainer in the organisation and team leader of the coaching 

team. I design and conduct training for trainers, during which I share my 

knowledge.   

How do you take care of the planet on a day to day basis? 

I limit printouts and paper, I go shopping with my own canvas bag, if possible I ride 

a bicycle, choose public transport or carpool, I am looking for and implementing eco-

solutions in my organisation and at home. 
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Why did you decide to join the 'Trainers save the Planet'?  

The idea delighted me as soon as Paweł's post appeared. The subjects of 

environmental protection have always been very close to my heart. As a teenager, 

I participated in initiatives such as Cleaning the World and Eco-camp, during which 

we undertook various pro-environmental activities that shaped my attitude. I think 

that as trainers we can do a lot for the planet. 

 

 

Contributors Team  

 

Mirosław Bachorz  

What do you do for a living? 

I am an eco-efficiency consultant, a Lean Management specialist, a trainer with many 

years of experience, an environmental educator and social projects coordinator. For 

many years I have been involved in reducing the running costs of businesses and I 

encourage companies to reduce their negative impact on the environment. I apply 

modern management concepts and innovative environmental protection strategies, 

such as Eco-efficiency, Zero Waste, Circular Economy, Green Productivity, Lean Green 

and Kaizen. 

How do you take care of the planet on a day to day basis? 

I take care of my home, Planet Earth, mostly by: reducing the amount of meat that I 

consume, using the same electronic devices and the same telephone for many years, 

thoughtful and limited clothes shopping, travelling by train and collecting batteries 

left behind on the pavements. 

Why did you decide to join the 'Trainers save the Planet'?  

I joined the Trainers for the Planet initiative because I wanted to share my knowledge 

and experience with the Trainers to make them feel more confident and effective 

while they are working to protect the environment and to ensure a safe future for 

their families. 
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Joanna Konczanin 

What do you do for a living? 

I am a psychologist, a trainer with over twenty years of experience in training, I 

have the highest qualifications in coaching - Coach Supervisor certified by the 

European Mentoring & Coaching Council standards. For over twenty years I have 

been conducting business training events and accompanying individual clients in 

their development. I share my knowledge and practical skills with companies of 

various sizes and public utility companies, I also teach post-graduate courses. I 

specialise in several areas, including ethical influencing and persuasive 

communication.  

How do you take care of the planet on a day to day basis? 

For over five years the participants of my training events have been receiving 

materials only in electronic format, I have not eaten meat for a similar duration. I 

travel by train and public transport; I use the car and plane only in situations 

where they cannot be replaced. I buy food from local farmers through cooperative 

scheme, I drink tap water, I carry a thermal bottle and reusable cutlery with me. 

For washing and cleaning, I use natural, biodegradable products made in Poland. 

For several years now, I have been deliberately limiting my purchases. I have 

cleared the apartment from unnecessary objects by donating them to auctions for 

homeless animals. I choose clothes made of natural fabrics as much as possible, I 

have also reduced the quantity of my wardrobe. I apply the rule "if you bring 

something home, you have to take something out". The minimalistic décor of my 

apartment is occasionally disturbed by the madness of the cat's kindergarten - I 

run a temporary home for homeless pets, which I prepare for adoption. 

Why did you decide to join the 'Trainers save the Planet'?  

I got involved in the Trainers for Planet project because I am very moved by what 

is happening with the environment. I think this is the last bell for change. I believe 

that introducing pro-ecological behaviours can trigger a large-scale change of 

awareness and engender the transformation of people's attitude towards nature, 

of which we are an element, not an owner. 
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Mirosława Kuczkowska 

What do you do for a living? 

I am an editor of scientific books (legal and humanities) and hobby magazines. 

How do you take care of the planet on a day to day basis? 

I am in favour of both legal and economic reforms, which aim to improve the 

ecological condition of our planet, as well as small changes in the habits of each of 

us. That is why I travel by public transport, and when I am in the right mood, I 

ride a bike. I try to ensure that my clothes and other things I surround myself with 

are made from natural materials. I have kept the use of cosmetics and cleaning 

chemicals to a minimum, and where possible, I choose products that are odourless 

and less invasive to the environment. When I am tempted to buy a book, I first 

check if it is available in the library. I drink tap water. I carry a reusable bottle 

with tea in it and a bamboo fork in my purse, in case I feel like having a healthy 

food on the go. 

Why did you decide to join the 'Trainers save the Planet'?  

 I took part in the project to use my skills in order to support an initiative that can 

initiate aforementioned small ecological changes in others.  

  

 

Graphics Design Team 

 
Ewa Ginalska 

What do you do for a living? 

I support leaders to make bold and responsible decisions, shaping a constructive 

organisational culture based on values. I inspire companies to be guided by a 

sustainable strategy of operation, not just economics - in accordance with the 

Scandinavian approach "from profit driven to purpose driven organisations". I am 

a certified trainer and management consultant, an accredited CSR advisor, 

Managing Director Dansk LEAN Partner Poland. 
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How do you take care of the planet on a day to day basis? 

At a time when ecology seemed to be a very distant concept, I wrote about 

ecological innovations for an energy magazine. For many years I worked as an 

environmental auditor and expert in quality and environmental competitions. I felt 

overwhelmed by the amount of unnecessary printouts, therefore I have not been 

printing training materials for over half a decade, i.e. the entire training cycle on 

ecology. But this is just the beginning of my intensive work for the sustainability 

of companies.  

Why did you decide to join the 'Trainers save the Planet'?  

I believe that development and responsibility must go hand in hand. I am aware 

of the significant impact trainers and consultants have on organisations and 

employees. Therefore, expecting change, I start with what we, as experts and 

trendsetters, can do for us and our environment. Hence, there are more and more 

topics on organisational responsibility in my training sessions. In addition, I love 

creative tasks and teamwork, which allows graphic designers to translate my ideas 

into a specific image, as was the case with the Trainers for the Planet initiative.  

 

Patryk Łapiński 

What do you do for a living? 

I'm a computer graphic designer. I create all kinds of graphic design projects, 

mainly concerning promotion and visual identification of companies. I prepare 

projects both for digital use and for printing. I also develop in the field of film, 

creating various types of film projects.  

How do you take care of the planet on a day to day basis? 

First of all, I minimise the amount of waste I generate. I do not use disposable 

products and I segregate the waste. I believe that it is these simplest things that 

can help our planet the most.  

Why did you decide to join the 'Trainers save the Planet'?  

I decided to join the Trainers for the Planet because it is a pro-ecological initiative 

that has a chance to reach a large number of people, drawing attention to the 

problems our planet is facing. 
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Anna Kędzierska 

What do you do for a living? 

I am a trainer and a scribbler. I explain and teach how to tell a story with an image. 

I conduct training in visual thinking, combining this topic with public speaking. I 

teach how to make the message more attractive thanks to hand-drawn 

visualisations. I draw movies and presentations. I created the brand Opowiedz.to 

- we help our clients to stand out thanks to communication and increase its 

effectiveness thanks to good stories told in words and images. 

 

How do you take care of the planet on a day to day basis? 

I do not eat meat. I minimise animal-derived foods. I make my own cleaning 

products as well as some of my cosmetics. I teach my children ecological 

behaviours - from sorting waste to those associated with zero waste. I don't buy 

things unless they are necessary. I strive for minimalism both in life and at work. 

There are no gadgets, printed materials (if it is not necessary) and certificates on 

my training sessions. At home, we use renewable energy sources - we have a heat 

pump and photovoltaic panels. We drink tap water, and we make sparkling water 

ourselves, so as not to buy drinks in plastic bottles. I create Pictures for Thinking, 

which partly refer to the issue of caring for our planet. I believe that by inspiring 

people to make small changes, such as using reusable bags or giving up eating 

meat, I help reduce the effects of the ecological crisis.  

 

Why did you decide to join the 'Trainers save the Planet'?  

It hurts me to see what we are doing to our planet. I cannot stand idly by staring 

at the extermination process of which we, as humans, are part of. The Trainers for 

the Planet is one of the many initiatives that we owe to our planet. I join this 

initiative with activities that I know are effective. When the opportunity arose to 

look after the visual part of the project, I knew I MUST do it! From my side I 

wanted to contribute what I can do well, thus increasing the strength of the 

message prepared by the contributors team. 

 

Choose with us - stand on the side of the Planet 
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